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Appendix II

Parenting Styles
Supportive Self-Regulatory Parenting (Authoritative)
l.

I make sure my child knows that I appreciate what he/she tries to
accomplish.
2. I encourage my child to be curious, to explore and question things.
3. My child and I have warm intimate times together.
4. I let my child make many decisions for himlherself.
5. I find some of my greatest satisfactions in my child.
6. I feel a child should have time to think, daydream, and even loaf
sometimes.
7. I joke and play with my child.
8. I believe in praising a child when he/she is good and think it gets
better results than punishing him/her when he/she is bad.
9. I encourage my child to wonder and think about life.
10. I am easy-going and relaxed with my child.
Command and Control Parenting (Authoritarian)
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

I try to stop my child from playing rough games or doing things
where he/she might get hurt.
I do not allow my child to question my decisions.
I do not allow my child to say bad things about his/ber teachers.
I teach my child to keep control of his/ber feelings at all times.
I let my child know how ashamed and disappointed I am when
he/she misbehaves.
I try to keep my child away from children of families who have
different ideas or values from my own.
I believe my child should be aware of how much I sacrifice for
him/her.
I expect my child to be grateful and appreciate all the advantages
he/she has.
I believe children should not have secrets from their parents.
I do not allow my child to get angry with me.
I want my child to make a good impression on others.
I believe it is unwise to let children playa lot by themselves without
supervision from grown-ups.
I expect a great deal from my child.
I think it is good practice for a child to perform in front of others.
I think a child should be encouraged to do things better than
others.
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Republicanism and
Restorative Justice: An
Explanatory and Normative
Connection
JOHN BRAITHWAITE AND PHILIP PETTIT

Take any normative ideal for how society should be organised and
directed. If its defenders wish to make a claim on its behalf, arguing
that the ideal is of sufficient importance and attraction to command
general allegiance, then they must presumably think that it is intimately
related to the things for which people reveal a concern and capacity in
their own actions and lives. But if a normative ideal can be shown to
have a psychological resonance of this kind, then presumably it must
point us towards a basis on which to explain many of the things that
people individually do and many of the patterns to which they
collectively give rise. It must point us towards a useful explanatory
category.
If this thought is correct, then any normative proposal should be
subjected to the test of seeing whether it points us towards a plausible
explanatory category. Indeed, if the thought is correct, then equally
any explanatory category - or at least any that is based in a story about
human psychology - should be subjected to the corresponding test of
seeing whether it directs us towards a plausible normative ideal: to an
ideal that people can be brought, on reflection, to find significantly
attractive.
But if an ideal or category proves persuasive on both normative
and explanatory fronts, then presumably it may be equipped to serve in
both roles to support certain institutional arrangements. It will provide
a basis on which to argue that such an arrangement is normatively
attractive and it will serve at the same time to show us why the
arrangement should work well: it will be able to represent the
behaviours required for the arrangement as explicable and reliable.
The paper is designed, following this pattern, to look at the
explanatory aspect of the republican ideal of freedom as nondomination, and to explore how far the arrangement for which it
provides a normative argument in the area of criminal justice - broadly,
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a dispensation of restorative justice - is an arrangement for which it also
provides explanatory support. The first section focuses on the two
aspects of the ideal, comparing it with the two aspects of rival political
ideals, and the second turns to the normative-cum-explanatory lessons
of the ideal in the area of criminal justice.
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the existence of the self-centred care does at least make sense of why
utilitarians might hope to carry people along with them. They can
argue that in the cooperative efforts that people make with one another
- particularly, in the cooperative efforts that a democratic state might be
thought to represent - the guiding star should be something that all
individually care about in their own case. There may be other things
that all individually care about but utilitarians can claim that their ideal
answers at least to one and that to that extent it proves to be an eligible
ideal.
The normative enterprise of utilitarianism may be expected, in
view of this argument, to pair off with an explanatory enterprise that
seeks to make sense of people's choices by reference to a concern for
the satisfaction of their self-regarding preferences. And that enterprise
is represented of course in the project of providing economistic or
rational choice explanations of people's behaviour in the market, in the
polity and in social life more generally. While many economists
maintain that they do not assume that the preferences by which
behaviour can be explained are mainly self-regarding, this claim is
flouted in practice; "homo economicus", in almost all plausible
incarnations, proves to be precisely the relatively self-regarding
creature that our argument would lead us to expect (Pettit, 1995). We
do not pass judgment here on the effectiveness of rational choice
theory but we do note that it is to the credit of utilitarianism that it can
plausibly claim that its ideal satisfies the explanatory constraint that we
have identified.

Freedom as Non-Domination: Normative Ideal, Explanatory
Category

Before coming to the republican ideal and its normative-cumexplanatory dimensions, it may first be useful to look at how the two
dimensions show up with some other social and political ideals. This
will give us an idea of what we should be looking for with the ideal of
freedom as non-domination.
Utilitarianism

Take the most familiar of political ideals to begin with: the utilitarian
ideal of maximising overall happiness, in particular in its interpretation
as the ideal of maximising overall preference-satisfaction. It is very
striking that this ideal does indeed point us towards a more or less
plausible explanatory category and that, to that extent at least, it has
something to be said in its favour.
The utilitarian ideal, by most accounts, is not one of maximising
the satisfaction of just any preferences that people may prove to have.
Some of those preferences will be nosy preferences as to what others
should do or will derive from non-utilitarian ideas as to how things
should be (Dworkin, 1978). Others will be preferences that are formed
on a self-sacrificing basis, as in the mannerly preference for giving the
better of two options to another and taking the worse oneself (Sen,
1982). The ideal, most plausibly construed, is that of maximising the
satisfaction of those preferences that people have which intuitively
concern themselves rather than others and which are sourced in a
concern for their own fortunes.
But why, a utilitarian may be asked, should we find this ideal
even half-way persuasive? The answer that surfaces continually in the
literature - most famously or infamously with J. S. Mill's 'proof' of
utilitarianism (Mill, 1969) - is that people individually care about the
satisfaction of such preferences in their own case. It may not follow
from the fact of this self-centred care, contrary to some readings of
Mill's argument, that all ought to care about the satisfaction of such
preferences in their own case, let alone that all ought to care about the
satisfaction of such preferences on the part of people generally. But

Rawlsianism

In contemporary political philosophy, the approach that is often set off
most forcibly against utilitarianism is the sort of liberalism represented
by John Rawls (1971). This breaks with utilitarianism in two ways.
First of all, it notes that we may assess the basic structure of a society,
not just for how much of something it produces, but also for how it
distributes it among members of the society and it argues that the
primary concern should be with fair distribution, not maximal
production: the primary virtue of institutions, as Rawls puts it, is justice
as fairness. And then it says, second, that in identifying the appropriate
maximand or rather distribuend, we should not privilege any of the
different conceptions of the good that prevail in most societies. We
should rather take our starting point from those 'primary goods' that
are supposed to be the sorts of things that people will need, no matter
what else they happen to desire.
How does the Rawlsian theory of justice fare with the explanatory
constraint? If the theory is well grounded - if it is likely to appeal to
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people as something that they can cooperatively endorse - then two
things must hold. First, people must care about how well they do
relative to others, as well as about how they do in absolute terms:
otherwise the focus on distribution would be misplaced. And second,
people must care in particular about how they do in respect of the
pnmary goods: the list that Rawls gives includes income and wealth,
freedom and opportunity, and a basis for self-respect.
There is no particular explanatory theory that corresponds to
Rawlsianism in the way that rational choice theory answers to
utilitarianism. But there are resources in the psychological research
tradition on distributive justice (Gergen et aI., 1980) and in social
science more generally (Cook and Hegtvedt, 1983) to support the claim
that people care about how they compare with others as well as about
how they do in absolute terms; Bob Frank (1985) has provided ample
arguments, for example, in support of the thesis. And it is intuitively
plausible to hold, as Rawls does, that people care in particular about
how they do in respect of his rather heterogeneous list of primary
goods. The only question we would raise here bears on how far they
care for freedom in the way in which Rawls articulates it: essentially, in
the mould of freedom as non-interference (Pettit, 1997: 50, 301). But
that question will arise naturally in the context of our discussion of the
republican ideal.
Republicanism

And so, finally, to the republican ideal of freedom as non-domination.
Think of how you feel when your welfare depends on the decision of
another and you have no come-back against that decision . You are in a
position where you will sink or swim, depending on the other's say-so.
And you have no physical or legal recourse, no recourse even in a
network of mutual friends, against that other. You are in the other's
hands; you are at their mercy.
This experience of domination by another comes in many forms.
Think of the child of the emotionally volatile parent; the wife of the
occasionally violent husband; or the pupil of the teacher who forms
arbitrary likes and dislikes. Think of the employee whose security
requires keeping the boss or manager sweet; the debtor whose fortunes
depend on the caprice of money-lender or bank-manager; or the small
business owner whose viability depends on the attitude taken by a
bigger competitor or a union boss. Think of the welfare recipient
whose fortunes tum on the mood of the counter-clerk; the immigrant
or indigenous person whose standing is vulnerable to the whims that
rule politics and talk-back radio; or the public employee whose future
depends, not on performance, but on the political profile that an
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ambitious minister happens to find electorally most useful. Think of
the older person who is vulnerable to the culturally and institutionally
unrestrained gang of youths in her area. Or think indeed of the young
offender whose level of punishment depends on how far politicians or
newspapers choose to whip up a culture of vengeance.
In all of these cases someone lives at the mercy of others. That
person is dominated by those others in the sense that even if they don't
interfere in his or her life, they have the power to do so: there are few
restraints or costs to inhibit them. If the dominated person escapes ill
treatment, that is by the grace or favour of the powerful. The person
lives in their power or under the mastery of those others: they occupy
the position of a "dominus" - the Latin word for master - in his or her
life.
The republican ideal of freedom as non-domination is the ideal
of organising society and politics in such a way that this domination this SUbjection to the arbitrary will of another - is minimised. A
republican arrangement will have to struggle to ensure non-domination
on two fronts: first, by restraining the private power associated with
"dominium", as the Romans called it; and second, by restraining the
public power - the "imperium" - of those in government. On the first
front the republican ideal provides a basis for devising policies whereby
people can be effectively protected, informed and empowered in
relation to one another. On the second it provides a basis for devising
constitutional and democratic constraints whereby people can be
assured of not being dominated by the very government that is
supposed to protect them from domination by others. Such an
assurance of non-domination will be forthcoming to the extent and
only to the extent - a big and difficult qualification - that government is
forced, when it interferes in people's lives, to do so in a way that is not
arbitrary: in a way that tracks their common perceived interests.
So much for the nature of the republican ideal of nondomination that we endorse (Braithwaite and Pettit, 1990; Pettit, 1997).
The question that we now want to ask is how far it points us towards a
how far it satisfies the sort of
plausible explanatory category:
explanatory constraint that we think any plausible ideal should be able
to satisfy.
If freedom as non-domination is maximised in a society then, for
reasons given elsewhere, we think that it will also tend to be equally
distributed (Braithwaite and Pettit, 1990: Ch. 5; Pettit, 1999: Ch. 4).
The main thread in the argument goes roughly like this. Suppose that
people fare equally well in non-domination terms, enjoying equivalent
resources of empowerment relative to each other. It is extremely
unlikely that the quantum of non-domination can be increased overall
by giving one of these people further resources still, thereby
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introducing. an inequality. For any move that gives one person extra
resources wIll affect others negatively and will reduce their freedom as
non-domination at the very moment that it increases the freedom as
non-domination of the original person.
. ~f this claim about maximisation and equalisation is sound, as we
think It IS, then there is no issue raised for the approach as to whether
people are as fundamentally concerned with distribution as with overall
production of non-domination. Let people be concerned about either,
or about both, and our approach will be to that extent vindicated.
But the more telling question is whether it is plausible to think
that pe<:ple are concerned, each in his or her own case, with how far
t~ey enJ?y non-domination. Enjoying non-domination will have two
Sides to It. On the one hand, it will mean not having another agent or
agency stand over you, in a position to interfere in your life without
regard to your perceived interests. And on the other hand it will mean
not being so constrained by non-dominating restricti~ns - natural
obstacles and limitations, and the restraints of a non-dominatina law or
cultu~e - that there is very little ~ndominated choice to enjoy.'" So the
questIOn IS whether people care In their own case, first for the absence
of the ~omhlation. of others, and s~cond for the presence of
opportumtles In which undomlnated chOice can be exercised. Almost
everyone nowadays is happy to assume that people care about the
second sort of factor and we shall concentrate here on the first.
We have a three-stage argument for holding that people care very
deeply about not being dominated by others (cf. Pettit, 1997: Ch. 3).
The first stage in the argument is that people care much more about a
harm that they suffer at the hands of another than they care about a
The
harm that they suffer as a result of natural misfortune.
consideration that reveals the depth of that care is this: that in such
cases people generally feel resentment at the action of the other as well
as ~he loss that they would feel had the cause been just a natural
accident. And resentment, by a long tradition of thouaht, is one of the
very deepest and most disturbing of human emotions (Strawson, 1982).
There are many theories as to why resentment at harm done by others
is nearly universal among humans. Alfred Adler, for example, argues
that the will to struggle against inferiority and to escape adult
domination is born of the need to survive at the stage when dependency
on parents ends and we are left to our own resources (Ansbacher and
Ansbacher, 195?). But we do not need to pronounce on the origins of
resentment; It IS suffiCient for our purposes that we can plausibly
postulate It.
As against this emphasis on resentment, some may point out we
don't feel resentment if the person who interferes in our life is not
negligent or deliberate, or if the interference has in some way been
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licensed by us: if we are like Ulysses in relation to the sailors who keep
him bound. But that is no objection in the present case, because
interference will not be an exercise of domination if it is not intentional
or negligent. And neither will it be an exercise of domination if it
tracks the perceived interests of the interferee, as it would in the
Ulysses-type case. Indeed that is why republicans think that the law, if
it is a proper republican law, will not dominate those in whose lives it
interferes.
The first stage of argument gives grounds for thinking that we
care much more about the sort of actual interference that domination
makes possible than we would care about a corresponding natural
restriction. But we need also to show that we care about domination,
even when there is no restriction imposed: even when the "dominus"
in our lives happens not to use their power against us.
The second stage in our argument says that we do indeed care
about such domination and for just the same reason: it too gives rise to
resentment; or at least it gives rise to resentment in anyone of the kind
we are likely to admire. Think about how you must feel towards
another to the extent that there is no physical difficulty, no legal risk,
no cultural inhibition, no moral commitment, and no prospect of
retaliation that might stop them from exercising a certain form of
arbitrary interference in your life. You may be able to escape such
interference, say by means of keeping your head down, or by currying
the favour of that person, by cultivating in yourself the sorts of
preferences they approve of, or by being lucky enough to have
achieved such results without trying. But even if you do those things,
you are surely likely to resent the need to do them. Certainly you will
resent the need to do them unless you are the servile sort who has lost a
sense of self, as we would say: the sort of person who has internalised
their subjection and identified with someone on whose mercy they
depend.
The upshot of these two stages of argument is that the ideal of
freedom as non-domination has deep psychological roots in the
resentment that we would all feel, short of being self-abasing types, at
another's having arbitrary power to interfere in our lives in some way
and at our being required therefore to take precautionary measures.
The third stage in the argument complements this conclusion about the
negative resonance of domination by drawing attention to the positive
resonance that non-domination, In particular conscious nondomination, has in our psychology.
Imagine that you are in a position where no one else is able to
interfere on an arbitrary basis in your life, or at least where you are as
well off as anyone else in this respect. Imagine that you are aware of
this, that it is a matter of which you may expect others to be aware, and
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indeed that it is likely to be a matter of common or mutual awareness.
Since being non-dominated requires public resources of empowerment,
it is by no means unlikely that those conditions will be fulfilled (Pettit,
1997: Ch. 2). In such a case you will enjoy what is most properly
described as standing or status in the eyes of others. You will not just
be treated respectfully by them; you will command their respect, so far
as they are forced to recognise your power. You will be able to look
each of them in the eye, in a shared awareness that you cannot be
denied a voice or a hearing or a response in the general run of
exchanges that constitute social life. You will be a somebody, not a
nobody.
So much for the motivational roots that make it plausible for
republicans like us to say that an ideal for social and political life is that
things be organised so that domination is minimised, and minimised in
such a way that people retain significant room for the enjoyment of
undominated choice (on the balance between these dimensions see
Pettit, 1999: Ch. 3). If those roots have a real hold in human
psychology, then we should expect that there will be an explanatory
category or categories corresponding to the republican ideal. And of
course that category is not hard to find. It is marked in the widespread
recognition of the desire for empowerment - having control over one's
life with others - and of the aversion to powerlessness and
subordination. The literature of psychology and sociology, history and
political theory gives sustained testimony to the importance of this
desire and this aversion in human life.
To sum up, then, the connection between being dominated and
feeling resentful, and the emotional power of resentment in our lives,
makes it entirely plausible by our lights to claim that the republican
ideal has deep psychological roots. That in turn implies, then, that it
ought to prove possible to explain many human responses by the desire
to express or avoid resentment and its associated ailments. And this, we
think, is borne out in much contemporary work in the psychological
and social sciences, as well as in the wisdom - and common sense - of
the ages.
The Normative and Explanatory Connection to Restorative Justice
We have looked elsewhere at the normative implications of the
republican standpoint for the design of a criminal justice system
(Braithwaite and Pettit, 1990). While we didn't make a case for a
system of restorative justice as such, the features that we said should be
incorporated in any republican system of criminal justice are all
characteristic of restorative justice. In this second section what we
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would like to do is show that not only does republicanism provide a
normative case for promoting those features (and make thereby for a
normative connection with restorative justice) but also that the case IS
supported by empirical considerations in a way th~t makes equally for
an explanatory connection between republIcamsm and restorative
justice.
The features that we identified as essential to any republican
system of criminal justice are: a preference. for parsimony in criminal
justice interventions, particularly in the sanctIOns In:pos~d on 0ff~nders;
a commitment to seeing that whatever power IS /lIven withIn the
criminal justice system to different agent~ and agencies, that powe~ IS
never arbitrary but is subject to systemauc checks; and an onentatlOn
towards reprobation of offendIng. ~nd towards the ultImate
reintegration of both offenders and vlcums. We propose to look. at
each of these headings in turn, showing in each case how the normative
argument that republicanism provides is buttressed or lIkely to be
buttressed by an argument that derives from the explanatory
significance of the republican ideal of non-domInatIOn.
Parsimony

The normative preference for parsimony arises. because any criminal
justice intervention involves initial a~d .near-c~rtaIn costs to freedom as
non-domination. This is true of cnmInalisatlOn, surveillance, arrest or
punishment. In contrast, the benefits of. su?h inter.ventions ~re more
distant and probabilistic. Hence the prescnl.'tlOn: .If In doubt, Intervene
less in peoples' lives. Where interventJ(;lO IS patSlmomous, people are
likely to feel and be less dominated (BraJt~walte and Pettit, 1~90: 87).
But is this prescription real.lY a senSible a~proach? Isn t It lIkely
to err always on the side of lemency, confrontIng potential offe~ders
with lower expected costs that are needed to dissuade th~m. fr<?m cnme?
The theory of rational choice that is aSSOCiated With ulIlItanamsm would
argue that we ought to go straight for those inter,:,entions that would
have the effect of makin" the expected costs of a lIfe of cnme exceed
the expected benefits. Thus, many will say ~hat while parsimony. may
i)ave a normative appeal for republicans, th~ lIkelIhood IS that It wI~1 not
work as well in practice as a policy that IS more firmly rooted In an
explanatory theory such as rational choice.
.
This line of thought, however, IS profoundly mistaken. For it
turns out that the empirical evidence support~ a presumptIOn - an
overridable presumption - in favour of parsimony; and. that thiS
evidence fits with the explanatory perspectIve prOVided by
republicanism.
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The relevant evidence is best encapsulated in Brehm and
(1981) theory of psychological reactance.
Figure 9.1
summanses the patterns of results from a number of experiments on
the effect of force against the exercise of a freedom. More force
produces more deterrence. However, it simultaneously produces more
"reactance". Reactance is loosely what the criminological literature
refers to as defIance effects (Shennan, 1992). What is the net effect _
the net soc~al control - secured by a given use of force. That is given
by measunng the deterrence effect and then subtracting from it the
reactance effect of the intervention in question.

Figure 9.1: The Interaction between the Importance of a Freedom
and the Contest between Deterrence and Reactance
(from Brehm and Brehm, 1981: 60)
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~hat Figur~ 9.1 illustrates is that reactance is greatest when
c~:)fitrolllllg. force .IS used agalllst a freedom of high importance to the

CIl!zen, as III the nght hand panel. Let freedom of religion be involved,
for example, and any attempt at regulation is likely to have enormous
:eactance effects: throwing more Christians to the lions may only
Illcrease the resolve of Christians. In the left hand panel, the freedom
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that is subjected to regulation is of low importance to the citizen: it
may be the freedom to park a car wherever one wants. As the force
used against the exercise of that freedom increases - as parking fines
are raised, for example - reactance is low and the net social control
achieved by the intervention will be mainly detennined by its
deterrence effect and the result will be as rational choice theory would
predict.
These results should not be surprising, in light of the explanatory
category to which republicanism points us: the concern of people not
to be stood over by others. For it is precisely in cases where freedom is
important to people, that any attempt to regulate it will have the aspect
of domination. From their point of view, it will represent the presence
in their lives of an arbitrary power of interference that is not itself
forced to track their common perceived interests. And the results that
support this lesson are not an isolated set of findings. More than 50
studies in a related tradition of psychological research shows that
extrinsic rewards or punishments. that are viewed as dominating or
controlling tend to undennine intrinsic motivation to act in the
direction commended by the incentives (Boggiano et aI., 1987: 867).
The presumption in favour of parsimony is supported, then, not
just by normative republican arguments but also by the explanatory
considerations to which republicanism points us. That presumption is
well respected in the idea of a restorative justice conference of a sort
that republicanism commends and so we see here a tight explanatory as
well as normative connection between republicanism and restorative
justice. The idea behind the conference is that it should reach a nondominated consensus as to what the offender or offenders should have
to do, in the circle of all those affected by a crime: victim, offenders,
family, peers, police and so on. To be non-dominated, it should be a
consensus reached by moral reasoning, in particular moral reasoning
about the harm that has been suffered as a result of the crime. To the
extent that this is achieved by restorative justice, the prediction is that
restorative justice should be more effective at securing subsequent
compliance with the law than coercion that involves no attempt to
persuade the offender. Deliberative regulation of crime will not only
be more nonnatively decent, but partly because it is more decent, it will
be more effective.
Of course Figure 9.1 also reveals that there will be contexts where
this will not be true. For example, in the context of the middle panel of
Figure 9.1 (moderate importance of freedom) it can be seen that if
dialogue and low-level sanctions have failed, escalating to tough
deterrent sanctions may have a positive influence on compliance. The
reason for this is the shape of the reactance curve when freedoms are
moderately important. With an escalating threat people dig their heels
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in more and more until the point is reached where the coercive force

co~frontmg them becomes so severe that they give up on escalating
theIr resIstance. As deterren~e effects then outstrip reactance effects, we
fInd a cont~xt where escalatIng deterrence works. With the right hand

panel, we fInd contexts where no amount of persuasion nor any amount
of deterrence wIll work: the man who views it as his inalienable right of
fatherhood to physICally abuse his children may be unpersuadable and
undeterr~ble.. Then we may need to incapacitate his criminality by
takIng hIs chIldren. away from him or even locking him up.
.ParSlmony IS commended by the results of the reactance
exp~rI~ents and the experiments on extrinsic threat and intrinsic
motIvatIOn.
They show why. coercion is more likely to be
counterproductIve. than productIve, complementing criminological
research on the VarIOUS counterproductIve effects of imprisonment and
other forms of de~radation (Gendreau, Goggin and Cullen, 1999), of
pumtIv~ authorItarIan parenting compared to authoritative parenting
(BaumrInd, 1978; Sampson and Laub, 1995). However, the pattern of
the results of the reactance experIments also shows why there will be
context~ where. deter;ence w!ll work when the deliberative regulation of
restoratIve JustIce falls and contexts where incapacitation will be needed
be~ause both delIberatIOn and det~rrence fail. So we see the empirical
eVIdence. as groundIng a normatIve preference for parsimony as a
presumptIOn that can be overridden. If in doubt about what to do our
Ilresumption. will be to try deliberative r~gulation (restorative ju;tice)
fIrSt even WIth ."eIJ: serIOUS kInds of cnme. We will only opt for
deterrent. regulatlOn.In lIght of clear eVIdence that restorative justice will
faIl, .or dIrect experIence of trying it and failing. Similarly, we will be
parslm<:m<:us m escalatmg from deterrence to more draconian
Incapacltatlve regulation. Both the normative story and the explanatory
story about parsimony can ultimately be traced back to the fact that
freedom as non-domination is an idea with both explanatory and
normatIve purchase.
Checking of Power
Freedo~ as non-domination achieves its full value for those who
possess It to the extent that it is common knO\yledge in their society that
!hey do Indeed possess the relatIve ImmunIty It confers against arbitrary
Int~rf~rence. To. th~t extent it will require the provision of both
obJ~ctIve .and s17bJectIve assurance that those who have power in the
socIety - In partIcular, power that comes from public office - cannot
exerc~se that power arbitrarily against others. There are checks on the
exercIse of the power that guarantee or militate against arbitrariness.
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It is this line of thought that motivates one of the most striking
institutional prescriptions associated with the republican tradition: that
public power should be placed in many hands, so far as that is possible,
and not given in monopoly measure to anyone individual or group
(Pettit, 1997: Ch. 2). This prescription lies behind the age-old
republican preference for having more than one assembly - Rome had
four; for having a representation of different classes within those
assemblies; for dividing up public responsibilities between different
officials, even investing some officials or bodies with a power of
challenging or vetoing or reviewing the actions of others; and for
separating out the basic govemment functions: the functions, as
identified in Montesquieu's (1989) magisterial and distinctively
republican work, of legislation, administration and adjudication.
In our original analysis of the normative significance of
republicanism for criminal justice, we emphasised the need to introduce
this emphasis on the importance of checking public power to the
design of the criminal justice system (Braithwaite and Pettit, 1990) and
in later work one of us extended this emphasis to separating and mutual
Checking of private powers (Braithwa,ite, 1997). Not only should it be
invoked in arguing against unchecked power on the part of police,
prosecutors, and prison warders, for example; it should also be invoked
in considering how we can guard against crime in the world of potential
offenders, particularly the corporate world.
State power is often less profound than private corporate power,
especially in weaker states than France, the United Kingdom and the
United States, where so much republican theory has been written. If we
want to check the criminal abuse of power, therefore, we must pluralise
our conception of the separation of powers and look for devices for
Checking corporate power and, in particular, for guarding against
collusion between business and government. The introduction of
independent accountants and auditors - in particular, auditors who had
statutory duties beyond responsibilities to their clients - was a
nineteenth century innovation that carried the principle of the
separation of powers into the corporate world, after the English
Registered Companies Act of 1862. Independent auditors may be a
weak force in themselves but they are not negligible, especially when
they are one strand in a web of controls. It was Arthur Young, the
auditors, who effectively blew the whistle when the Lockheed
corporation was bribing the Prime Minister of Japan and others to buy
military aircraft (Boulton, 1978).
So much for the normative connection between the republican
ideal of non-domination and the need for checking power in the world
of criminal justice, broadly conceived. But that connection, it now
transpires, is reinforced by an explanatory connection in just the way
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that the connection with a presumption in favour of parsimony is
remforced. Some critics might have thought that enforcing procedures
for check!ng power would hamper the state's attempt to regulate and
reduce cnme and that, notwithstanding the nonnative republican case
for doing so, it would not represent a sensible policy. But that, it turns
out, is not so, at least by some evidence currently available in
criminology.
There are many types of criminological literatures which sugaest
both that powerlessness over one's own life promotes crime and that
extreme levels of unchecked power over the lives of others is a cause of
a different kind of crime (see particularly the debates around Charles
Tittle's (1995) control balance theory) (Piquero and Hickman, 1999).
The key idea of our republican reading of this criminological tradition
IS that extremes of unchecked power engender two kinds of crime
problems. First, crimes of exploitation that are made possible by the
unchecked power of those who dominate; and, second, crimes on the
part of those who suffer from this domination to such an extent that
they feel they have little to lose and much to resent. In the worst cases
of domination, we find intergenerational criminality in famIlies so
deflated by their powerlessness that they give up on the idea that they
can regulate their children (Weatherburn, forthcoming) or even perhaps
themselves. These twin explanatory stories explain why republican
checks on the wealth and power of the powerful can simultaneously
help control cnmes of exploitation and crimes of the exploited (see
Braithwaite, 1991).
These results should not be surprising, if we are persuaded of the
importance of the explanatory category highlighted in republicanism.
If people are averse to being stood over, then a chronic exposure to
such domination is likely to demoralise them so that they no longer
care about the costs associated with crime. And if people are allowed
dominating power, then it will be no surprise for a republican if they
exercise it. The emphasis on the importance of ensuring against
domination is inspired by a belief that domination represents an
attractive temptation for those who can have it. Lord Acton was
drawing on deep themes in the republican tradition when he said that
all power corrupts and that absolute power corrupts absolutely.
What is the lesson for restorative justice? As we have seen in
other contributions in this book, the restorative justice approach holds
to the regulative ideal that all stakeholders affected by a breach of the
law have an opportunity to participate in deciding what to do about it.
This implies a major difference from old-fashioned statist regulation:
from a regime, for example, where a nursing home inspector meets with
the manager of the facility at the end of an inspection to tell her what
has to be done to come into compliance and whether there will be any
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prosecuti0t;.
At a restorative exit conference, there can be
representalIves present from nursing home residents, relatives, staff,
advocacy groups, outside directors as well as different levels of
management. Resolving matters through the payment of a busmessaovernment bribe is more difficult in the context of these more nchly
~eparated powers that inhere in a more deliberative restorative justice
process. In the best case, it would be nece~sary to bribe a roomful of
people all digging into what went on,. all wIth a more dIrect stake m a
decent outcome than the government mspector.
This line of thouaht shows that in this respect, as in respect of the
presumption in favour" of parsimony, repu1;>licanism gives explanatory
as well as nonnative support to restoralIve JustIce. It shows th~t
restorative justice can serve to prevent the abuse of power. And It
probably helps to explain ,:"hy. th~ empirical research shows that
citizens mostly prefer restoralIve juslIce conferences to the courtroom
adjudication of disputes (Braithwaite, 1999). It may be that consens~s
decisionmaking in restorative justice is a reason for this, though there IS
no empirical evidence to support this yet. That IS, If partIcIpants keep
talking until a consensus agreement is reached that th~y all. will
voluntarily sign, they are likely to feel less dommated than If the judge
slams his hammer at some point to impose a decision. Process control
(e.g. the control of the .offender and victim ove~ y;ho isto be invited to
the conference) is partIcularly Important m dnvmg cItIzen perceptIOns
of fairness here. Indeed, process control may also b~ the fa.cet of
procedural justice that b~st explains subsequent complIance wIth the
law by offenders (Makkal and Brarthwalte, 1996; see generally Tyler,
1990). Empowennent prevents crime; dominated process causes it.

Reprobation and Reintegration
The reprobative ideal in criminal justice is that whatever process
someone charaed with an offence receives, and whatever remedy IS
meted out to a~ offender, it should be designed to communicate in the
fashion of a piece of moral reasoning the grounds for taking the
offence seriously and condemning it (Duff, 1986). The process and
the remedy should not be mechanical or merely pumlIve procedures,
without moral sianificance. The reintegratIve Ideal, closely bed to thIS,
is that whatever process and treatment is involved, it should so far as
possible promote the prospect that the victim and the offender are each
.
reintegrated into society as recognised, respected members..
These ideals derive straightforwardly from the repubbcan Ideal
of non-domination. For criminal process and criminal punishment will
succeed in avoiding domination only so far as it is clear to ~ll that they
are guided by perceived interests that the offender shares wIth others III
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the society .. And it is only so far as victim and ~ffender are fully
reIntegrated Into society that either can hope to enJoy their status as
non-domInated members. Unless offenders can return to a situation
where they c.an enjoy social support from those they care about, for
exau:ple, their prospects of not being dominated and of not trying to
domInate others are poor. Frank Cullen (1984) has reviewed the
considerable empirical evidence that social support is associated with
reduced prospects of reoffending.
In ~upporting t~e ideals of reprobation and reintegration,
repubhcamsm makes Its closest normative contact with restorative
just!ce: Restorative justice conferences offer the best prospect of
achieVIng a process, and an agreed outcome, that will communicate the
reason why the offence i~ objectionable. And they also promise the
best chance of reIntegratIOn. They are designed to maximise social
support for both offenders and victims, particularly through selecting
for attendance those supporters enjoying the strongest relationships of
trust or love with them.
But are restorative justice conferences likely to be effective?
From the perspective of rational choice theory, it may seem not; after
all, they woul? seem to reduce the expected costs of committing those
cnmes that will 1'0 to c~nference. Here once again, however, it turns
out that the empmcal eVidence on restorative justice, while preliminary
is ~ncouragin.g (~raithw~ite, 1999) a~d that the explanatory category t~
which republicamsm pomts US - the Importance for people of not being
stood over by others - helps to make sense of that evidence.
Nathan Harris's (1999) research, for example, shows that the
only kmd of disapproval arising from court and conference cases that
arouses shame is perceived disapproval of the act by those whose
resl?ect the offender values very highly. The disapproval of judges,
policemen or other people the offender does not greatly respect fails to
mduce remorse. One reason may be that their attempts at control are
(r!ghtly). seen as motivated by domination rather than by love or
fnendshlp. It follows that a restorative conference design that assures
the attendance of those who love and respect the offender most has the
best chance of inducing remorse.
.. Th~ i~pact of. restorative justice conferences will be particularly
positive If remtegratlve shammg theory is correct (Braithwaite, 1989).
And there is some evidence that reintegrative shaming does reduce
lawbreaking (Brai~hwaite, 1999). But it is early days in the empirical
assessment of thiS theory; m fact, our Restorative Justice Group
colleagues at ANU will over the next two years publish data that will
demonstrate a need for ~ome. important revisions to the theory of
reIntegrative sh~mIng, while still supportmg many key aspects of its
explanatory claims.
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Conclusion

Freedom as non-domination is a compelling normative ideal t:0~ a
criminal justice system and domination is also important to explall.nng
crime and what kind of crime prevention works. The republican
normative theory of non-domination commends restorative justic~ as
an attractive way of dealing with known criminal offenders and victims.
The explanatory theory of domination ~nd crime. expl~ins why
restorative justice may be more effective m preventmg cnme than
punishment by courts. Restorative justice is o.f course neither the most
important implication of republican normatlye theory n~)f the most
important implication of explanatory theones of dommatlOn and
crime. But its convergence as a corollary of potent .nof!llahve and
explanatory theories speaks to the importance of restorative .Justice.. .
But our paper also underlines a more general conclUSIOn. ThiS IS
that in doing social theory we shm.lld look for an adjustment between
normative and explanatory categones of analysIs and that, If we do so,
we are likely to reach a higher level of performance on both fronts
(Parker, 1999). Any normative theory that wo.rks wltha category that
lacks explanatory resonance is likely to be utopian and It will serve our
policy-making badly. Any explanatory theory that fails to connect
with a normative concern is likely to be ungUIded and It will be
incapable of serving policy-making at all. Normativ~ theory with~JUt
explanatory theory is empty; explanatory theory Without normative
theory is blind, often dangerously so.
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